New Regulations and the consequences of the new EU „EcoDirective”

In connection with the Directive 2009/125/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and pursuant to Commission Regulation (EU) 2015/1188, the approach to heating equipment, particularly to the category of “local room heaters”, is changing.

Terma Sp. z o.o., being the manufacturer of electrical heating elements intended for installation in radiators filled with heating medium and radiators equipped with such heating elements, acting in both cases as a separate unit and as a unit connected to the central heating network, declares the following:

All models of Terma heating elements can be installed in any towel rail - towel dryer and clothes dryer, especially the "ladder" type, suitable for the installation of electric heating elements. The regulation does not cover products, which essentially are not room heaters.

Room heaters should be equipped with functions that give the user the ability to accurately plan the working time of the device; to adapt the device to external conditions, and other described in the "EcoDirective".

The Blue series electric heating elements, equipped with a room temperature sensor and giving the user control via a suitable application, can be installed in room heaters to meet the requirements of the above Directive for this product category.

Other models of heating elements can meet the requirements of the Directive provided they are fitted with appropriate external control programmers (i.e. TTIR programmer working with the IR heating element series) or when incorporated into the so-called intelligent control system.
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